6 OcroBER 1975 In our calculation we have neglected any pressure dependence of n, (T) Temp. Phys. 20, 159 (1975 We have used 1M HC104 as the electrolyte and have tried an etch-attack technique for removing the plastically deformed layer. The shape and polarization dependence of the major structure was independent of solution composition and surface preparation for strain-free, clean, optically smooth surfaces.
The striking dependence of normal-incidence metallic electroreflectance on crystallographic orientation indicates that the electrons in the perturbed region must participate in an interaction with the crystal lattice. This conclusion is reached from a simple symmetry argument. In the undistorted fcc lattice, of msm symmetry, the dielectric tensor can be diagonalized with all three components of the diagonal equal. The optical properties, which depend on the dielectric tensor, are isotropic in that case. An electric field establishes a preferred direction which, in the longitudinal configuration, is perpendicular to the sample surface and the polarization vector of the light. The resulting lower symmetry depends on the particular crystallographic face which is exposed. On the (100) face the symmetry is reduced to 4mm, which is associated with a uniaxial dielectric tensor. However, with the light always polarized perpendicular to the field, the optical properties remain polarization inde- 
